INTRODUCTION
Content based image retrieval i.e. CBIR [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] is well known technology being used and being researched upon for the retrieval of images from the large image databases. CBIR has been proved to be very much needed technology to be researched on due to its applicability in various applications like face recognition, finger print recognition, pattern matching [7] [8] [9] , verification /validation of images etc. The concept of CBIR can be easily understood by the figure 1 as shown below. Every CBIR systems needs functionality for feature extraction of an image viz. shape, color, texture which can represent the uniqueness of the image for the purpose of best match in the database to be searched. The features of the query image are compared with the features of all images in the feature database using various mathematical construct known as similarity measures. These mathematical similarity measuring techniques checks the similarity of features extracted to classify the images in the relevant and irrelevant classes. The research in CBIR needs to be done to explore two aspects first is the better method of feature extraction having maximum components of uniqueness and faster, accurate mathematical models of similarity measures. As the figure 1 shows the example of query image of an horse being provided to CBIR system as query and the images of relevant classes are retrieved. Relevance feedback of the retrieval is used for the machine learning purpose to check the accuracy of the retrieval which in turn helps one to focus on the modification in the current approach to have improved performance. Figure 1 .The CBIR System [2] Many researches are currently working on the very open and demanding field of CBIR. These researches focus on to generate the better methodologies of feature extractions in both spatial domain and frequency domain. Some methodologies like block truncation coding [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , [22] [23] The components of Full KWT transformed image shown in the red bordered area (see Figure 2 ) are used to generate feature vectors. The average of zeoeth row, column and last row and column components are augmented to feature vector generated. Color codes are used to differentiate between the co-efficients plotted on Forward (Even) plane as light red and light blue for co-efficients belonging to backward (Odd) plane. The coefficient with light red background i. Even plane of Full KWT is generated with taking KWT components into consideration as all X(i,j), Y(i+1, j+1) components for even plane and all X(i+1, j), Y(i, j+1) components for odd plane as shown in the Figure 3 . Henceforth for our convenience we will refer X(i,j) = X1, Y(i+1,j+1) =Y1 and X(i+1,j) = X2 and Y(i,j+1) = Y2. Feature database includes feature vectors of all images in the database. Five random query images of each class were used to search the database. The image with exact match gives minimum sum of absolute difference and Euclidian distance. To check the effectiveness of the work and its performance with respect to retrieval of the images we have calculated the overall average precision and recall and its cross over values and plotted class wise. The Equations (2) and (3) are used for precision and recall calculation whilst two new parameters i.e. LIRS (Length of initial relevant string of images) and LSRR (Length of string to recover all relevant images) are used as shown in Equations (4) and (5).
All these parameters lie between 0-1 hence they can be expressed in terms of percentages. The newly introduced parameters give the better performance for higher value of LIRS and Lower value of LSRR [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . 
V. CONCLUSION
The work experimented on 1055 image database of 12 different classes discusses the performance of sectorization of Full KWT wavelet transformed color images for image retrieval. The work has been performed with both approaches of sectorization of forward (even) plane and backward (odd) planes. The performance of the methods proposed checked with respect to various sector sizes and similarity measuring approaches viz. Euclidian distance and sum of absolute difference. We calculated the average precision and recall cross over point of 5 randomly chosen images of each class and the overall average is the average of these averages. The observation is that sectorization of both planes of full KWT wavelet transformed images give less than 30% of the overall average retrieval of relevant images as shown in the Figure 13 . The class wise plot of these average precision and recall cross over points as shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 for both approaches depicts that the retrieval performance varies from class to class and from method to method wherein horses, flower and dinosaur classes have retrieval more than 50%. They have the performance above the average of all methods as shown by horizontal lines. New parameter LIRS and LSRR gives good platform for performance evaluation to judge how early all relevant images is being retrieved (LSRR) and it also provides judgement of how many relevant images are being retrieved as part of first set of relevant retrieval (LIRS).The value of LIRS must be minimum and LSRR must be minimum for the particular class if the overall precision and recall cross over point of that class is maximum. This can be clearly seen in Figures 14 to Figure 17 . This observation is very clearly visible for dinosaur class however the difference of LIRS and LSRR of other classes varies. The sum of absolute difference as similarity measure is recommended due to its lesser complexity and better retrieval rate performance compared to Euclidian distance. 
